
CHAPTER SIX

AUSTIN LESBIAN/GAY POLITICAL CAUCUS

Lesbian-gay culture was spreading rapidly across

America in the late 1970s especially with the advent of

cultural centers like Austin Lambda. A part of lesbian-

gay culture was the institution of traditional me«»©ds of

political organization. Local political caucuses became

tools for lesbians and gays to protect their civil rights

and to flex their political muscle during local

elections. By 1978, Houston, Dallas and Austin each had

nascent political caucuses. Those in Dallas and Houston

had a much easier time organizing because of a larger

lesbian-gay population and because that population was

concentrated in ghettoes. Oak Lawn in Dallas and Montrose

in Houston. Austin, however, did not develop a lesbian-

gay neighborhood. There are many reasons for this; among

the most prominent is that Austin did not, at the time,

have districts for city council seats. There were seven

council places, six council members and a Mayor, all

elected at large. At-large elections led to City

Councils, which reflected the wishes of the majority of

those who voted, And since white middle class people
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living in northwest Austin voted at a higher rate than

other Austinites, their interests tended to predominate

in city politics.1 Until the mid 1970s the Austin City

Council did not include members of racial minorities or

women. However, in response to Chicano, black and

women's political movements in the early 1970s, this

began to change. For the first time in Austin, a

progressive coalition based on minority support elacted a

city council with a black man, a latino man, a white

woman and two white liberal men. This five to two

progressive majority broke the stranglehold that

conservative white businessmen had had on the council for

decades.

This progressive council of 1975-77 enacted the

first legislation in Texas to protect lesbian-gay civil

rights when it passed the Equal Employment Opportunity

and Public Accommodations Ordinances. The progressive

revolution was stopped in 1977, however, when the old

establishment of white businessmen allied with the new

wealth of the developers, and resurgent conservative

religious interests, to elect a conservative City Council

from 1977-79. This council stopped attempts at a

lesbian-gay inclusive Fair Housing Ordinance in 1977.

1 Janna Zumbrun, interview by the author, written
notes, Austin, Texas, 10 July 1990.
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Until the election of the 1975-77 progressive

council, the lesbian-gay community played a minor role in

municipal politics. In the period between 1970 and 1975,

an overwhelming share of lesbian-gay political and

cultural activity was carried on by UT students in their

teens and twenties at or around the University. They

lacked the experience or the interest with which to

involve themselves in city politics. They wanted-a.

social revolution as a precondition to political

involvement. Older, politically experienced homosexuals,

on the other hand, did not identify strongly enough as

lesbians or gays to come out of their closets publicly

and lead a campaign for lesbian-gay civil rights.2

Another main reason why the lesbian-gay community

played so small a role in city politics before 1977 was

the lack of an organized threat to lesbian-gay interests.

Of course there had been tremendous discrimination

against homosexuals in the past by police, by landlords,

by the state government, by the University by churches

etc. But that was changing. There was a naive

assumption on the part of many of Austin's lesbians and

gays that the social conservatives had been beaten rather

Doug Dyer, interview by the author, written notes,
Austin, Texas, 17 January 1990; Tom Nichols, interview by
the author, written notes, Austin, Texas, 2 February
1990.
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easily in the 1975 city council elections. In the mid

1970s lesbians and gays seemed to win every battle that

they chose to fight. In Austin they had defeated the

mighty UT Administration in 1974. They had been appointed

to powerful government bodies like the Austin Human

Relations Committee in 1975 and had seen lesbian-gay

rights ordinances enacted in 1975 and 1976. In addition

to this, the traditionally, homophobic state legislature

had reduced sodomy from a felony to a misdemeanor in 1973

and had even for a time considered decriminalizing it

altogether.3 Jimmy Carter's election in 1976 spurred

further hopes of change. Now that there was a civil

rights advocate in the White House, the lesbian-gay

rights movement seemed on the verge of national success.

And all of it had been obtained with minimal effort from

the lesbian-gay community of Austin. The drudgery of

building a political coalition therefore may have

appeared to most lesbians and gays in the mid 1970s-to be

unnecessary.

Events in 1977 shook the Austin lesbian-gay

community out of its complacency. Suddenly, it was

possible that all of the gains of the lesbian-gay

movement could vanish in the wake of homophobic

3 Neal Parker, telephone interview by the author,
written notes, Austin, Texas, 13 July 1990.
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referenda. The Anita Bryant campaign began in the spring

of 1977 in Miami and worked diligently and successfully

to repeal civil rights for lesbians and gays. At the

same time, in the Texas state capitol, legislators worked

on a bill to prevent state-funded universities from

allowing lesbian-gay organizations to officially form on

their campuses. In the summer Austin Mayor McClellan led

a drive to remove lesbian-gay protection from the 13J7

i; Fair Housing Ordinance. The conservative, homophobic

establishment across America, which had been caught by

| surprise by the civil rights blitzkrieg of the 1960s and

early 1970s, organized and rallied around an anti-

JJ homosexual banner. Soon lesbian-gay civil rights

, legislation was being repealed across the nation. In the

— resulting atmosphere of fear, the Austin lesbian-gay

I community awoke to defend itself.

Effective, experienced political leadership was

[j needed to organize against the external threat. In this,

Austin was very fortunate. By mid 1977 Austin had a

diverse group of lesbian and gay activists, some of whom

had been in Austin since the late 1960s and had become

involved in the organization of the Gay Liberation Front,

the Austin Lesbian Organization and/or Gay Community

Services. They were, therefore, experienced with

lesbian-gay issues and knew first hand the difficulties
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in bringing the community together. In addition to

lesbian and gay organizing, many activists in the late

1970s had had experience with other movements like those

for labor, chicanos and women.4

Lesbian and gay activists in Austin were also able

to draw on the experience of the Dallas and Houston

communities through the annual Texas Gay Conferences

(TGC) that were sponsored by the Texas Gay Rights ~—

Foundation. The TGC, first held in San Antonio in 1973,

helped form a statewide communications network for

lesbian and gay groups. From 1975 to 1977, the ALO sent

its political committee chairperson, Bek Runte, to

represent lesbian interests while GCS sent its political

action coordinator Woody Egger.5 In 1977 and again in

1979, the TGC was held in Austin and provided an

excellent opportunity for many Austin activists like

Janna Zumbrun, Steve Thomas and Ellen Rayfield to link up

with activists from around the state. The TGC also

sponsored nationally known speakers like Bob Kunst

campaign director for the Dade County Coalition, which

4 Pat Cramer, interview by the author, written
notes, Austin, Texas, 16 January 1990.

5 "Texas Gay Conference in Austin this Weekend," Gay
Austin, v.2 no.l, June 1977, pp. 3-4.
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had attempted to defeat the Bryant initiative in Miami.6

While the conferences were beneficial for statewide

communication, they suffered from lack of participation

by racial minorities and women. The women's

representation improved somewhat in the late 1970s, but

the conferences never managed to attract a proportion of

racial minorities that reflected the population of

Texas.7 *_

One prominent activist was Janna Zumbrun. She was

involved with the operation of the Austin Lesbian

Organization virtually from its beginning. She helped

edit the ALO Newsletter and later Goodbye to All That.

In October 1975 she was appointed to a position on the

powerful Austin Human Relations Commission (AHRC), which

she held until 1981. Early in her tenure on the AHRC she

recommended to the city council the inclusion of lesbian

and gay rights in several ordinances, including the

original Fair Housing Ordinance. However, a homophobic

city council rewrote the legislation removing Zumbrun's

recommendations. During the 1976-78 period she was

involved with the Texas Women's Political Caucus (TWPC)

and successfully pressed this mainstream feminist

6 "Gay task force meets here," Austin American-
Statesman, morn., 17 August 1979, p. 5.

7 "TGC IV," GA, v.3 no.2, August 1979, p. 3.
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organization to include lesbian-gay rights in its agenda.

Jody Richardson, a professional lobbyist for the TWPC,

thus became one of the first lobbyists at the state

capitol to actively advocate lesbian-gay civil rights.8

Woody Egger was another leader of the lesbian-gay

political community in Austin in the mid to late 1970s.

He helped form Gay Community Services in 1975 and served

on that group's board, in several positions over the.next

two years. He became an attorney in 1977 or 1978 and

immersed himself in lesbian-gay politics. Egger and

fellow GCS member Amme Hogan, represented Austin in the

Texas Gay Task Force after 1976. Together they prepared

information packets, which detailed lesbian-gay political

positions, and distributed them to state legislators.

Egger was also involved with the organization of two

local political groups in 1977. SAFE was formed to keep

the lesbian-gay community aware of state and national

political events that concerned them. SAFE changed its

name to the Austin Gay Political Caucus later that year

when Egger was joined by fellow GCS members Bruce

Goranson and Steve Thomas. This group worked to

influence city politics on lesbian-gay issues like fair

8 Janna Zumbrun, interview by the author.
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housing.9

Donna Johnson was another lesbian-gay activist of

the late 1970s. She was involved with union

organization, was active in leftist politics during the

mid 1970s, and through these groups, pushed for equal

treatment of women, lesbians and gays. Johnson became

involved with the women's movement in 1976, when she

worked with the Texas Women's Political Caucus and^its

Austin affiliate, the AWPC. It was here that she met

Janna Zumbrun.10

One of the most energetic activists of the time was

Steve Thomas. He, like Woody Egger, was very active in

GCS, where he sat on the Coordinating Committee in

several offices from 1976-78. He worked with Egger in

the latter's lobbying efforts at the state capitol and

was also involved in the organization of SAFE and the

Austin Gay Political Caucus. In these groups he was

known as an able fundraiser and committed political

activist. In 1977-78 he worked with Janna Zumbrun to

infiltrate the Travis County Democratic Caucus. He went

as a delegate to the State Democratic Convention in Fort

9 Troy Stokes, interview by the author, written
notes, Austin, Texas, 20 February 1990.

10 Donna Johnson, interview by the author, written
notes, Austin, Texas, 4 June 1990.
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Worth in 1978 and, with Zumbrun and other likeminded

activists from around the state, successfully pushed for

a lesbian-gay rights plank to the State Democratic Party

Platform, calling for among other things the repeal of

the Texas anti-sodomy law.11

These four activists, Zumbrun, Egger, Johnson and

Thomas, represented a motivated vanguard that was

occasionally joined by. GCS members Amme Hogan, Steva

Bostic and independents Michael Fernandes and Debbie

Williams. All of the above helped form the Austin Human

Rights Coalition, which organized the "Breakfast for

Human Rights" to protest Anita Bryant's visit to Austin

in May of 1978. This highly visible and successful event

led to further cooperation between these lesbian and gay

politicos.12

An important instance of this cooperation occurred

when the nationwide "No on 6" campaign stopped in Austin

in October 1978. The "No on 6" slogan was in reference

to a political campaign in California, spearheaded by

Harvey Milk and others, to defeat an anti-lesbian-gay

11 Steve Thomas, telephone interview, written notes,
New York, New York, 12 November 1990; Steve Bostic,
interview by the author, written notes, Austin, Texas, 9
February 1990.

12 Janna Zumbrun, interview by the author; "Gays
plan quiet anti-Bryant statement," AAS, morn., 4 May
1978, sec. B, p. 1.
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referendum. Referendum 6 was initiated by California

State Senator John Briggs and called for a ban on the

hiring of homosexuals in California public schools. The

referendum drew national attention when Moral Majority

leader Jerry Falwell and anti-gay crusader Anita Bryant

joined the fray. Lesbian-gay activists in California,

who faced a well-financed homophobic opposition, decided

to initiate a nationwide campaign of their own to saise

funds.13 Austin activists saw in the "No on 6" campaign

a way of further raising the local political

consciousness begun during the "Breakfast" protest of

Anita. The "No on 6" campaign successfully brought the

Austin lesbian-gay community together by giving it a

chance to participate in a national event.14 The

campaign was led by lesbian and gay celebrities: Del

Martin, organizer of the first lesbian society in America

- the Daughters of Bilitis in San Francisco in 1955;

Leonard Matlovich, former US Air Force sergeant

dishonorably discharged because of his homosexuality,

whose appeal received nationwide attention; Dave Kopay,

13 "Gay Rightists bring campaign to Austin," AAS,
morn., 11 October 1978, sec. B, p. 5.

14 Janna Zumbrun, interview by the author; Donna
Johnson, interview by the author: Michael Fernandes,
telephone interview by the author, written notes,
Williamsville, Vermont, 1 October 1990.
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professional football player, the first pro-athlete to

acknowledge his homosexuality; and Troy Perry, who

founded the first Christian church in America for

lesbians and gays. These national lesbian-gay leaders

undoubtedly inspired the Austin community. The "No on 6"

campaign raised over $3000 in Austin, and continued its

fundraising across the country.15 It succeeded in

defeating the referendum-in November of 1978. —.

Activists Zumbrun, Thomas, Johnson and Egger et. al.

continued to meet in the fall of 1978. They were excited

by their success in organizing two mass events in the

short span of five months. They were astonished by the

high attendance at both events and decided that the time

was right to organize a full- scale political caucus to

utilize and direct the mass energy for political

purposes. The leaders met in November and December of

1978 and laid the plans for the Austin Lesbian/Gay

Political Caucus (ALGPC). They elected Steve Thomas and

Janna Zumbrun as temporary co-chairs. The group decided

early on that there should always be one male and one

female co-chair to assure gender balance in the

organization. The co-chairs were responsible for finding

a meeting place and for announcing the formation of the

15 itNo on 6," GA, v.3 no.4, November 1978, p. 6.
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group to the community.16

Zumbrun and Thomas sent friends of the lesbian-gay

community a letter on January 25, 1979, that announced

and explained the formation of ALGPC The letter states:

We feel that since many of the civil rights
battles are occuring in the electoral political
arena, lesbians and gay men must enter that
arena in an organized, sophisticated, well-
financed manner. . . Proposed by-laws state
that ALGPC's purpose is to organize lesbians
and gays to combat.sexism and discrimination —
based on sexual orientation.17

To address the problem of sexism that had plagued earlier

groups and had kept women from effective participation,

language was changed.18 Everywhere the phrase "lesbian

and gay" replaced the term "gay" as a way of recognizing

the uniqueness of being a homosexual woman and in a way

that demonstrated the power of the lesbian organizers.

The desire to combat sexism was perhaps a warning to gay

men that the lesbians would not tolerate misogyny. Also

with its emphasis on electoral politics, ALGPC abandoned

the radical ideology of the past. ALGPC was to be a

professional (in the sense of tightly run) organization

with clear aims. It was neither a social group nor a

16 Donna Johnson, interview by the author; Janna
Zumbrun, interview by the author.

17 ALGPC Letter, no.l of 8, Information about group,
25 January 1979.

18 Pat Cramer, interview by the author.
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cultural center, and it emphasized the creation of a

political consensus built on a two-thirds majority of the

membership for any one issue.

The announcement letter continued with a list of

possible goals. One was to operate a voter registration

drive in the lesbian-gay community.19 ALGPC leaders

realized that their power derived from a visible lesbian-

gay electoral participation... This could only be doyae by

getting people to the polls. Also since only about

twenty to twenty-five percent of the electorate ever

voted in local elections, an increased lesbian-gay

participation could mean even greater influence than

would be indicated by their percentage of the population.

Another possible goal was to work for and perhaps

endorse supportive candidates in City Council and other

local elections.20 ALGPC leaders planned to organize

volunteers to staff local campaigns. They hoped that

with this positive.experience of working with the

lesbian-gay community, politicians would support lesbian-

gay issues. At first ALGPC members did not want to

endorse candidates for fear that an endorsement by a

lesbian-gay group would have a negative effect on the

19 ALGPC Letter, no.l, 25 January 1979.

20 ibid.
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supported candidate. This later proved not to be the

case, and ALGPC endorsements were, in fact, sought by

many local politicians.21

Other goals in the announcement letter included

cooperation among lesbian-gay political groups,

especially the Texas Gay Task Force - the statewide

equivalent of ALGPC; support for lesbian issues such as

custody cases pitting lesbian exr-wives. and their children

against homophobic fathers; provision of entertaining and

informative meetings to combat the tedium of politics and

to keep people involved; and education to the public

about lesbian and gay lifestyles.22

In addition to their thorough job of organization,

Zumbrun and Thomas also took on the responsiblity of

communication. They produced the initial announcement

and seven other informational letters until the creation

of the monthly ALGPC Newsletter in September 1979. These

publications informed the community of upcoming events

and meetings as well as summaries of the last meetings.

The publications were, like ALGPC itself, direct, pointed

and effective. They rarely were more than three pages

long and avoided extended commentary. The announcement

21 Janna Zumbrun, interview by the author.

22 ALGPC Letter, no.l, 25 January 1979.
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letters and copies of the ALGPC Newsletter form the basis

for the following narrative.

On February 28, 1979, ALGPC held its first

organizational meeting in the Club House at Zilker

Park.23 Over seventy five people attended the one and

one-half hour meeting, of whom about fifty signed up as

members.24 Temporary co-chairs Zumbrun and Thomas were

helped in organizing the meeting, by Donna Johnson, <Art

Morris, Amme Hogan, Debbie Williams and Arnie Fleischman.

Most of the latter group had been involved with the

planning phase, which stretched back to October 1978.25

They helped gather names for a mailing list, which was

used to send announcements of the first meeting. The

good turnout bolstered the ALGPC founders' hopes that the

group would be a success, "Indeed the time seems to be

ripe for an organization like ALGPC."26

At the first meeting the members decided to meet on

a monthly basis for three months while the temporary

Steering Committee drew up by-laws. At the end of that

time, elections were held to form the official Steering

23 ibid.

24 ALGPC Letter, no.2, 11 March 1979.

25 Janna Zumbrun, interview by the author.

26 ALGPC Letter, no.2, 11 March 1979.
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Committee, which then directed the organization.27 The

first few meetings were held at different locations

ranging from the Unitarian Church in north Austin to the

South Austin Recreational Center and back to the Zilker

Club House. The leadership kept to its promises of short

and interesting meetings. Each meeting had a theme or a

distinguished speaker. The April 1979 meeting, for

example, discussed child custody,28 and the March 19-80

program featured Community Liaison "Red" Garcia from the

Austin Police Department.29 The meetings were carefully

structured so as not to go over two hours. Short and

entertaining meetings were essential in keeping members

and potential members involved during the time between

elections when strategy was planned.

In the meeting of May 20, 1979, ALGPC elected its

first official Steering Committee. Janna Zumbrun and

Steve Thomas were elected as the first official co-

chairs. The other five positions were filled by Donna

Johnson - Finance, Caroline "Scotty" Scott - Political

Action, Ed Scarbrough - Recorder, Ginny Cleaver - Program

(meeting organization) and Arnie Fleischman - Legislative

27 ibid.

28 ALGPC Letter, no.3, 15 April 1979.

29 "Next Meeting," ALGPC Newsletter, 20 March 1980.
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(creation of a lesbian-gay agenda).30 The Steering

Committee met once a month in a business meeting in

addition to the monthly general meeting. The general

meetings continued to be held at various auditoriums

around town, while the business meetings were held at

members' homes. ALGPC shared the Austin Lambda house

from June of 1980 until 1982 and both general and

business meetings were held there during this timer3*1

In 1979 ALGPC was kept busy with organizational

matters, including finding places to hold meetings,

drawing up by-laws, holding internal elections and

establishing contact with local political circles.32

The fledgling group also found time to organize two

events. One was the "Second Annual Breakfast for Human

Rights." According to the Austin American-Statesman,

only about 130 people attended, as opposed to the 1000

plus the year before: "Anita has retreated to her Miami

Beach villa and gays in Austin have little to rally

about."33 This was disproven the following fall,

30 "ALGPC Officers," AN, April 1980, p. 2.

31 Michael Fernandes, interview by the author;
"ALGPC Moving," AN, May 1982, p. 1.

32 Donna Johnson, interview by the author.

33 "Human rights festival draws a quiet few," AAS,
27 May 1979, morn., sec. B, p. 3.
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however, when ALGPC organized a local delegation to send

to the "March on Washington for Lesbian/Gay Rights" on

October 14, 1979. ALGPC raised money that helped over

200 Austinites attend the inarch, where they met with

their congressional representative, J.J. Pickle. The

congressperson received a list of demands from the

demonstrators that included, among other things, a call

for the repeal of all anti-lesbian and gay laws lika

section 21.06 of the Texas Penal Code, which outlawed

sodomy.34

ALGPC made its first official candidate endorsements

in the early spring of 1980 for elections in May.

Initially the group had decided not to make endorsements

because of a concern that an ALGPC endorsement would be a

liability. Guy Herman candidate for Justice of the

Peace, Precinct 5 (central and near-north Austin) forced

a change in this policy, however, when he asked for an

endorsement.35 Elated ALGPC members gladly changed ••

their policy and drew up a format for endorsement.

Candidates seeking endorsement would be interviewed by

the Political Action Committee and asked a series of

34 ALGPC Letter, no.7, 26 August 1979; "TGTF
endorses march on Washington," AAS, morn., 20 August
1979, sec. B, p. 1.

35 Janna Zumbrun, interview by the author; "ALGPC
Endorses Guy Herman," AN, April 1980, pp. 1-2.
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questions concerning their position vis-a-vis lesbian-gay

rights. The committee would then make a report to the

membership at the general meeting, where a two-thirds

vote would be required for endorsement. After hearing

reports based on interviews of the two candidates, the

membership voted in its March 1980 meeting to endorse

Herman and donated $125 to his campaign.36 Herman

became the. first Austin politician to campaign in -*>.

lesbian-gay bars. He also promised to testify before the

legislature in favor of repealing Texas' Sodomy Law if

asked to do so.37 In turn, ALGPC leafleted the lesbian-

gay bars, mailed out endorsement information to those on

the ALGPC mailing list, and on election day staffed a

phone bank to identified lesbians and gays in Precinct 5.

Caucus officers estimated that these efforts probably

reached 4000 lesbians and gays and probably produced

hundreds of votes in Herman's May 3 victory. Since both

Herman and his opponent had been interviewed, the ALGPC

endorsement did not become an issue. In fact, Political

Action Chair Scotty Scott noted: "This effort will make

it difficult in the future for candidates to claim that

our endorsement and our assistance is a political

36 ibid.

37 ibid.
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liability."38 Although a relatively minor victory,

ALGPC's first effort at campaigning was an unqualified

success that was noted in political circles around

Austin. Soon after the Herman victory, ALGPC made its

second endorsement based on candidate interviews, this

time to African-American community leader Jimmy Snell.

Snell was running for Travis County Commissioner for

Precinct 1 and had been forced into a run-off primary

election before the fall 1980 general election.39 ALGPC

used tactics in the candidate's campaign that had been

successful for Herman. Snell won the run-off by a narrow

margin and he agreed that he had obviously been helped

rather than hurt by the ALGPC involvement. A jubilant

Janna Zumbrun, who coordinated the ALGPC effort,

proclaimed:

As a result of our work we will not only have a
County Commissioner who supports our rights, we
have established a coalition with Black and
liberal leadership in the Snell campaign.40

>

In addition to the successful organization of a

drive to get pro-lesbian-gay candidates elected to local

positions, ALGPC was also involved with grass-roots

38 "ALGPC-Backed Guy Herman Wins JP5 Race," AN, May
1980, p. 1.

39 "ALGPC Endorses Jimmy Snell," ALGPC flier, May
1980, p. 1.

40 "Jimmy Snell Elected," AN, June 1980, p. 1.
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efforts to influence state and national leaders as well.

Although ALGPC issued a statement of official political

non-affiliation, it was exclusively involved with the

Democratic Party.41 One instance of this was the close

cooperation between ALGPC and Lesbian and Gay Democrats

of Texas (LGDT), a lobbying group formed in 1978 by,

among others, Steve Thomas and Janna Zumbrun. ALGPC and

LGDT worked hard to get lesbians and gays to partieipate

in precinct-level Democratic Party politics. These

efforts were successful in May and June of 1980 when

thirteen lesbian and gay delegates and alternates six

from the ALGPC Steering Committee went to the State

Democratic Convention in Fort Worth for Travis County.

At this convention lesbian and gay delegates successfully

lobbied for a lesbian-gay rights plank to the state

Democratic Party platform.42 Zumbrun and Thomas were

also selected to attend the 1980 National Democratic

Party Convention in New York, where they helped create a

similar pro-lesbian-gay plank for the national

platform.43

41 Steve Bostic, interview by the author; Caroline
Scott, "Editorial," AN, July 1980, p. 2.

42 "Democratic State Convention," AN, June 1980, p.
1.

43 "Democratic Platform," AN, July 1980, p. 1.
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The year 1980 was a very visibly successful year for

ALGPC. The organization survived its first year without

any major internal strife and elected its second Steering

Committee in May of 1980. The new Steering Committee,

headed by Co-Chairs Scotty Scott and Carr Strong (male),

had two new positions, which increased the board to nine

members.44 An enormous range of responsibilities had

developed and the group hoped that two more pairs si

hands would help. The mailing list, the bloodline of the

organization, passed the 1000 mark in July and mailings

therefore required more volunteers. The group also

embarked on its Fall Voter Registration and Membership

Drive, which aimed at enrolling fifty new members and

adding 500 lesbians and gays to the voting rolls. All of

this required an increased effort by the membership.45

They set up booths at lesbian and gay concerts and

benefits and tables at the local bars and did further

mailings. They succeeded in adding 55 new members,<which

boosted the total number to over 100, while adding over

500 people to Travis County voting rolls.46

All of this activity came to a head during the

44 "ALGPC Officers," AN, June 1980, p. 2.

45 "voter Registration," AN, August 1980, p. 1.

46 "Announcements," AN, January 1981, p. 1.
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November 1980 elections. ALGPC endorsed five candidates,

including Mary Jane Bode for State Representative, Ann

Richards for Travis County Commissioner, Bill Aleshire

for County Tax Collector and previously mentioned

candidates Jimmy Snell and Guy Herman. ALGPC members got

a chance to meet their candidates at a "Meet the

Candidates" party at the Austin Lambda house on the night

of October. 28, 1980.47. This event was quite -*.

successful. It allowed ALGPC members an opportunity to

interact with candidates, which generally led to a good

rapport between the politicians and the lesbian-gay

community. Four of the five candidates endorsed by ALGPC

won election that fall. The fifth, Mary Jane Bode, lost

to her well-financed Republican opponent.48

By late 1980, ALGPC was firmly established within

the Austin political community. According to Donna

Johnson, then Political Action Chair, "it was pretty easy

to get into the power structure" in Austin largely •«

because the system was run by "relatively enlightened"

Democrats.49 ALGPC had few significant difficulties

47 "Meet the Candidates Oct. 28," AN, October 1980,
p. 1.

1.

48 "Snell Wins, Bode Loses," AN, November 1980, p.

49 Donna Johnson, interview by the author.
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with the greater Austin community at this time. The

Austin American-Statesman, however, virtually ignored the

caucus during its first two years of existence. During

this time ALGPC appeared in only two articles. The first

covered the "Second Breakfast" in May 1979, and the

second covered a discrimination complaint by ALGPC

against Jim and Ginger's Northside Kwik Kopy in December

of 1980.50 The copy store had refused to print the*,

caucus's September newsletter because of the use of the

words "lesbian and gay" in the group's name. Co-chair

Scottie Scott filed a complaint against Kwik Kopy with

the city's Human Relations Commission under the Public

Accommodations Ordinance, which prohibited the denial of

retail service to any person due to their sexual

orientation. In December 1980 Kwik Kopy settled with

ALGPC to prevent the expense of a court case, payed the

caucus $50 in damages, and signed a note stating that

they would not discriminate in this manner in the *

future.51 Shortly afterward, Co-chair Scott set up an

"Anti-Discrimination Task Force" to record similar

instances of discrimination to be used in future legal

50 "Human rights festival draws quiet few," AAS,
morn., 27 May 1979, sec. B, p. 3; "Gays settle
squabble with printing firm," AAS, eve., 3 December 1980,
sec. B, p. 1.

51 ibid.
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battles. According to Scott, this was done because j
"without documented information, we have no way of

beginning to engineer change."52

With two years of experience organizing the lesbian- r

gay community, ALGPC went„into 1981 hopeful that it could

continue to make positive changes.53 On April 4, 1981

Austinites would vote for a new Mayor and a new City

Council. For four years conservatives had had a majority

on the City Council - Betty Himmelblau, Lee Cooke, Ron

Mullen and Mayor Carole McClellan consistently voted

against lesbian-gay interests. Liberal council members >

Richard Goodman, Johnny Trevino and Jimmy Snell, however,

had consistently and vocally supported lesbian-gay issues

such as fair housing. In the 1981 election Cooke,

Himmelblau and Snell decided not to run, which left three

"places" without incumbents.54 The ALGPC leadership

knew that this was an ideal time to make a difference.

Their main goal was to secure inclusion of sexual

orientation in the anti-discrimination clause of the

city's Fair Housing Ordinance. This could be done if

2.

52 "Announcements," AN, January 1981, p. 1.

53 Caroline Scott, "Editorial," AN, January 1981, p.

54 Glen Maxey, interview by the author, written
notes, 27 April 1990.
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four supportive candidates could be elected. The two

remaining liberal council members, Goodman and Trevino,

had already proven their support and as incumbents they

were likely to be re-elected.55 That meant that two of

the three open seats would have to be won by supportive

candidates. ALGPC went to work immediately after the

November 1980 election to find out which of the

prospective candidates supported their positions. 3he

Political Action Committee, chaired by Donna Johnson,

interviewed the candidates and wrote up summaries of each

interview for discussion at the general meeting. The

Political Action Committee asked each candidate whether

or not he or she supported full civil rights for lesbians

and gays, protection of lesbians and gays in the Fair

Housing Ordinance, repeal of Texas' anti-sodomy law, and

sensitivity training for city personnel on lesbian-gay

issues.56 On February 26, 1981, ALGPC voted to endorse

for the seven-member City Council seven candidates who

had answered all of the above questions satisfactorily.

For Mayor, the caucus supported Bob Binder, who as UT

Student President in 1972 had helped the Gay Liberation

55 See "unfair Housing Ordinance," Goodbye to All
That, v.3 no.8, p. 10.

56 Donna Johnson, interview by the author; Flier for
ALGPC endorsements lists questions and responses for each
candidate, March 1981.
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Front in its battle for recognition with the UT

administration. For Place 1, ALGPC initially endorsed

Mike Guerrero but changed their decision to neighborhood

activist Larry Deuser at the last minute for unknown

reasons; for Place 2, environmentalist and 1960s activist

Roger Duncan; for Place 3, Marcus de Leon; for Places 4

and 5, incumbents and friends of the lesbian-gay

community Richard Goodman and John Trevino respectively.

And for Place 6, ALGPC endorsed Huston-Tillotson

professor Charles Urdy.57

ALGPC then set up a network to support its endorsed

candidates. The caucus made its largest mailing ever to

over 1000 local lesbians and gays and urged them to vote

accordingly. They also sent volunteers to help staff

their candidates' campaigns. Here ALGPC members managed

telephone banks, did door-to-door canvassing and prepared

mailers for the candidates. In short, caucus members

made themselves indispensable.58 Political Action Chair

Johnson directed the mass effort and made sure that the

candidates knew where the help was coming from. The hard

work paid off. Five of seven ALGPC endorsements won

57 ALGPC Letter, Candidate information, 9 March
1981.

58 Donna Johnson, interview by the author; "The Year
in Review," AN, May 1980, p. 3.
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their elections. Incumbents Goodman and Trevino won

their places handily and were joined by three new

liberals: Duncan, Deuser and Urdy. The two ALGPC

endorsees who lost were: Binder, who was defeated by

incumbent McClellan, who outspent her opponent by a two

to one margin; and DeLeon, who lost to incumbent Mullen,

who had a solid northwest Austin constituency.59 Still,

the City Council now had a five to two liberal majority.

An article in the ALGPC Newsletter trumpeted:

With five endorsed candidates now on the city
council, we will move quickly to rewrite the
Austin Fair Housing Ordinance to include
protection of lesbians and gay men. 60

59 "Victory!," AN, May 1980, p. 1.

60 ibid.


